
Bringing People Into Focus

Empowering individuals to reach their leadership potential and manage 
organizations to become more eicient through talent optimization.



Frank Bryant views "The Counsel" as a collaborative community 
where wisdom is shared to increase leadership opportunities and 
a systematic style of problem solving is implemented to improve 
Critical Thinking Skills in real world situations. Mr. Bryant is a 
graduate from Cornell Critical Thinking Program, an Independent 
Certified Coach and Trainer with the Maxwell Leadership Team, a 
Project Management Professional (PMP), and has
eearned his MBA. Frank has been a mentor and 
facilitator for the Navy leadership development 
programs for 10 years and received high
 honors for his leadership 
in crisis situations. 

Frank has navigated 
the leadership and professional 
development culture as a program 
manager and senior project manager 
for over 10 years with top Inc. 5000 
companies and government agencies to 
ssupport leadership strategies and people
 resources that are aligned with corporate goals. 

The Counsel provides a collaborative and interactive approach to professional 
development where each person gives 100% eort and receives a 10 to 1 
return. Your success leads to another success!! Let us succeed together.

Meet Our Leadership



What Sets Us Apart?

Why Our MasterMind?

Unlock your full leadership potential with our transformative Critical 
Thinking MasterMind. An exclusive opportunity for managers ready to
take their careers to new heights. Join a community of ambitious 
professionals dedicated to growth, collaboration, and success.

We use our proprietary Inner Outer (I/O) You method with a 
critical thinking foundation. The inner you are self-reflection and 
personal growth by enabling individuals to assess their beliefs, 
attitudes, and behaviors in a more objective and analytical 
manner. The outer you allow critical thinking to play a vital role in 
developing and fostering corporate growth through innovation, 

Led by seasoned leadership experts, our mastermind goes beyond 
generic leadership principles. Benefit from tailored guidance and 
personalized support that addresses the unique challenges faced 
by managers.

Transformative Learning
Engage in thought-provoking discussions, problem-solving sessions, and hands-on 
activities that challenge your mindset and empower you to overcome obstacles. 
Receive expert coaching and feedback to accelerate your leadership skills and achieve 
measurable results.

Exclusive Resources
Access a wealth of exclusive resources, including Maxwell Leadership Team, industry 
reports, leadership toolkits, and recommended readings. Stay ahead of the curve with 
the latest leadership insights.

Accountability and Growth 
Experience the power of accountability as you work towards your goals alongside 
motivated peers. Celebrate successes and overcome challenges together, fostering 
continuous growth and development.

The Counsel



To ensure an intimate and impactful experience, we have 
limited spots available for our Leadership MasterMind. 

Secure your spot today and invest in your
 future leadership success.

Scan the code to apply and learn more.

Limited Spots Available 

CEO or Director?

Our Membership
Our MasterMind group meetings are monthly. These are the meetings you 
need to commit to attending. This is the opportunity to share your voice as 
part of a counsel and allow the counsel to oer free advice for leadership 
growth, workplace challenges, and to solve problems in real time.

The MasterMind training meeting is once a month. These meetings are 
optional and includes a range of personal and
professional topics.

We oer special packages for corporations 
interested in the benefits of our Leadership 
MasterMind. Contact us, scan the code or visit 

our email to obtain your spot today!



Reserve your spot in our Critical Thinking MasterMind now. Scan the 
code to apply and take the first step toward a brighter

leadership future.

Don’t Miss This Opportunity!!

Ready To Lead With
Confidence and Impact?

Elevate your Critical Thinking skills, expand your network, and achieve 
unparalleled success. Join our Leadership MasterMind and embark on a 

transformative journey that will redefine your career trajectory.

What’s Next?



Contact Us
www.fuchacoaching.com

“The way of a fool is right in his own eyes, But he 
who heeds counsel is wise.”

Proverbs 12:15

info@fuchacoaching.com

FuCha Coaching

@frankjbryant

FuCha, LLC


